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1. INTRODUCTION
The Mathieu simple group M was first given a local characterization22
w xby Janko in J . We use modern techniques to provide a local characteriza-
tion which is much simplier than Janko's and avoids the large amount of
character theory involved in his proof. The characterization is part of an
 w x.effort cf. A2 to provide a complete, simplified, and uniform treatment
of the foundational properties of the sporadic groups.
In this paper we assume the following hypothesis:
 .HYPOTHESIS. G is a finite group, z g G is an involution. H s Z C z ,z G
 .  :Q is extraspecial of order 32 with Z Q s z and HrQ ( Z = S .1 3
 . G  4  .  :  .Moreover, C Q F Q, z l Q / z , and C X s z for X g Syl H .H Q 3
g w xLet g g G y H such that s s z g Q. By Lemma 8.7, 8.15 in A2 ,
z g Q g and Q l Q g is an elementary abelian 2-group of rank 2 or 3. G is
g  :called a group of type M if Q l Q s z, s ( E . For instance, M is a22 4 22
group of type M . Our main result in this paper is:22
MAIN THEOREM. A group of type M is isomorphic either to the Mathieu22
simple group M or to the split extension of E by A .22 16 6
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2. 2-STRUCTURE OF G
Ä :Let Z s z , H s HrZ, H* s HrQ.
 .As Q is an extraspecial 2-subgroup of order 32 with Z Q s Z, Q has
 .  .the structure of an orthogonal space over GF 2 when we identify GF 2
 4  . 2  . w xwith 1, z and define the quadratic form q as q x s x and x, y s x, yÄ Ä Ä
Ä .for x, y g Q. As C X s Z, Q has sign q.Q
Ä Ä q .  .  .LEMMA 1. H F Aut Q , H* F O Q ( O 2 .4
Ä .  .Proof. Since Q 1 H and C Q s C Q s Z, H is embedded inH Q
Ä . w x  .  .  .Aut Q . By Exercise 8.5 in A1 , Aut Q rInn Q ( O Q . Therefore
qÄ Ä Ä .  .H* s HrQ ( HrQ is embedded in O Q ( O 2 .4
q .Notice O 2 ( S wrZ . Explicitly, let Q s Q )Q with Q ( Q ( Q .4 3 2 1 2 1 2 8
Ä Ä .  :Then A s O Q s A A t , where A ( S acts faithfully on Q and1 2 i 3 i
Äcentralizes Q for i s 1, 2, t interchanges A , A and Q , Q . A Sylow3y i 1 2 1 2
3-subgroup Y of A is isomorphic to E , and hence has four subgroups Y9 i
of order 3 which fall into two conjugacy classes in A, say
Ä 4  4Y , Y and Y , Y . Moreover, exactly two of the Y 's fix no points in Q.1 2 3 4 i
 . < <On the other hand, since C X s Z and X s 3, it follows thatQ
 .C X s 1; therefore X* s Y or Y , and conjugating in A we mayÄQ 1 2
<  . < 2 2assume X* s Y . Then as N Y s 2 = 3 and X* 1 H*, it follows1 A 1
Äfrom Sylow's Theorem that the action of H* on Q is uniquely determined
up to conjugacy. We have shown:
Ä .LEMMA 2. Up to conjugacy, H* is uniquely determined in O Q .
 .  .  :LEMMA 3. 1 N X s XT , where T s z, u, ¨ is of order 8 withH X X
T rZ ( E . We may choose u, ¨ such that u and ¨ both interchange Q andX 4 1
Q and u centralizes X while ¨ in¨erts X.2
Ä .  .2 Let e s u, ¨ , u¨ and Q s C e . Then Q is transiti¨ e on the setÄe Q
Ä ÄeQ of in¨olutions in eQ.Ä Äe
 .  .  .3 Q s C u ( E , Q s C ¨ ( E , Q ( Z = Z , and Q lu Q 8 ¨ Q 8 u¨ 2 4 u
 4Q ( E . H has two orbits on in¨olutions in Q y z of length 6 and 12.¨ 4
 .Proof. By a Frattini argument, H s N X Q, so Z = S ( H* sH 2 3
 .  .  .  .  .  .N X rN X s N X rC X s N X rZ. Therefore 1 follows fromH Q H Q H
Ä .Lemma 2 and an analysis inside O Q .
Ä a aNext as Q is an orthogonal space of sign q, Q j Q is the set of1 2
Änonsingular points of Q, so Q and Q are the unique Q subgroups of Q1 2 8
 4and Q y z has 18 involutions.
Ä Ä . w xAs C X s 0, and e inverts or centralizes X, Q s Q, e is of rank 2ÄQ e
Äand totally isotopic. So either Q is totally singular and Q ( E ore e 8
Ä ÄQ ( Z = Z . Q is transitive on the set eQ of involutions in eQ byÄ Äe 2 4 e
w x  .Exercise 2.8 in A2 . So 2 is established.
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Now let e s u or ¨ . By the choice of u and ¨ , Qe s Q . Then1 2
Ä Ä ÄQ l Q s 0 for i s 1, 2. So Q is totally singular and Q ( E . As ee i e e 8
Äu¨ Ä .  .inverts Q , Q s C e . Similarly C u¨ / 0 is nonsingular as Q s Q ,Äe e Q Q i iiÄso Q is not totally singular and hence Q ( Z = Z .u¨ u¨ 2 4
ÄObserve X has three orbits on singular points of Q each of length 3, u
fixes one orbit and interchanges the other two, and ¨ acts on and fixes
exactly one element in each orbit. Hence Q l Q ( E . It is obvious thatu ¨ 4
q is conjugate to qz for any q g Q. Thus H has two orbits on involutions
 4  .in Q y z of length 6 and 12. Part 3 is proved.
g g  .gRemark 1. As z g Q , Q l H s C z ( Z = D is of order 16. IfQ 2 8
 g .G is of type M , then Q l H * ( E is a Sylow 2-subgroup of H*. By22 4
g U Ä .  :Sylow's Theorem, we may assume Q l H * s T s u, ¨ , so s g Q lÄ Ä ÄX u
Ä HQ and hence s g Q l Q . Further s is the short orbit in Lemma 3 and¨ u ¨
Q s Z j s H.u
From now on we assume G is of type M and fix the choice of X, s, u, ¨22
g  :as in Lemma 3 and Remark 1. Let E s Q l Q . Then E s z, s s
Q l Q .u ¨
 g:  .  .gLEMMA 4. Let N s Q, Q and R s C s C z . ThenQ Q
 .  .1 N is the split extension of R by S ( S with C S s 1.3 R
 .  .2 R is isomorphic to a Sylow 2-subgroup of L 4 and both members3
 .  .of A R are normal in N, where A R denotes the set of maximal elementary
abelian z-subgroups of R.
 . g  .3 T ( D , u, ¨ are in¨olutions, and H l H s R. Let A R sX 8
 4  :R , R ; then up to a permutation of 1 and 2, R s u Q and R s1 2 1 u 2
 :¨ Q .¨
w x  .  .Proof. By Lemma 8.15 in A2 , R s C E s O N , NrR ( S , R isN 2 3
 .special with Z R s E, and RrE s R rE [ R rE, the direct sum of1 2
natural modules for NrR.
Let w g Q y R be an involution. By the Baer]Suzuki Theorem cf. 39.6
w x.  :in A1 , w inverts some element y of order 3 in N. So S s w, y ( S is3
 : aa complement to R in N. As Y s y is transitive on E , we may assume
y w x  .z s s. Further RrE, w s Q l RrE and Q l R s C E s Z = D .Q 2 8
By Lemma 3.2 and 3.3 no involution in H* induces a transvection on Q.
 S:Next there is one more irreducible R rE for S on RrE and R s r E,3 i i
 4where 1, r , 1 F i F 3 is a set of coset representatives for E in Q l R.i
Thus we may pick r and r to be involutions and r of order 4. In1 2 3
particular as Q and Q are the only E -subgroups of Q l R, we mayu ¨ 8
assume r g Q while r g Q . Replacing r by r s if necessary we may1 u 2 ¨ i i
 .  .aassume r g C w , i s 1, 2. As S is transitive on R rE , all elements ini R i
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 .a  .R are involutions for i s 1, 2, while V R s E. Consequently R (i 1 3 1
 . w xR ( E . If x g C r y E then x* / 1 and x, Q l R s 1, so x*2 16 R 21 Äinduces a transvection on Q, contradicting the last paragraph. Hence
 .  .a  .C r s E and as S is transitive on R , C r s E for all r g R y E.R 2 2 R 21 1
It is now an easy exercise to verify that R is isomorphic to a Sylow
 .  .  42-subgroup of L 4 with A R s R , R . By construction, R 1 N. So3 1 2 i
 .2 is established.
Äw x  .By Lemma 3.2, if 1 / r* g R* then Q, r* s C r* and if r is anÄÄQ
Äinvolution then all involutions in rQ are conjugate to r under Q. Thus allÄ Ä
 .involutions in rQ are fused into rZ. Therefore as RQrQ ( E g Syl H* ,4 2
each involution in H y Q is conjugate to s s r y, 1 F i F 3, wherei i
 4 g1, s , s , s is a set of coset representatives for E in Q l R. As r and r1 2 3 1 2
are involutions, so are s and s . Similarly s is of order 4. Therefore1 2 3
 .  4T ( D . Moreover, as C s ( E for i s 1, 2, we must have u, ¨X 8 Q i 8
 4conjugate to s , s and u¨ conjugate to s . Hence u, ¨ are involutions and1 2 3
g  .  .  :u¨ is of order 4. Finally as R F H l H s C s F C s s Q u, ¨ sÄH H
 . < < gT g Syl H and T : R s 2, we conclude R s H l H , T s RQ and2
u, ¨ g R. As r g Q , r g Q , it follows that R s Q and R s Q .1 u 2 ¨ 1 u 2 ¨
We fix the choice of r and r . By Lemma 3.2, 3.3, and 4.3 we conclude1 2
that H has five orbits on its involutions with representatives z, r , r , u,1 2
and ¨ . By Remark 1, s is conjugate to r . Then by Lemma 3.2 and Lemma1
 :4, z, r , u are conjugate while r conjugate to ¨ in N, H . In summary,1 2
we have
LEMMA 5. G has at most two conjugacy classes of in¨olutions and in case
G has two classes of in¨olutions, zG l Q s Qa and zG l T s Ra.u 1
 :  .  . < < 7Observe E 1 T s RQ s R w g Syl N l Syl H and T s 2 .2 2
Moreover, we have:
 .  .  .   .:LEMMA 6. T g Syl G and R s J T where J T s A T is the2
 .  4Thompson subgroup of T. A T s R , R , R is weakly closed in T with1 2 i
respect to G.
 .  .  .   ..Proof. As Z T s Z, N T F H s C z . As T g Syl N T , alsoG G 2 G
 .T g Syl G .2
<  . < <  . <  :As RrE : C w s 4 s C w and w E ( D , by Exercise 2.8R r E R r E 8
w x R  .  .in A2 w is the set of involutions in wR. Further C w s C w (R R l Q
  ..  ..  .  4  .D , so m C w s 3. Thus as m R s 4 and A R s R , R , R s J T8 T i 1 2
 .  4and A T s R , R . To prove R is weakly closed in T , it suffices to1 2 i
w xshow R is not conjugate to R in G. But this follows from 7.7.2 in A21 2
 .  .and the fact that N T s N T s T.G H
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 .LEMMA 7. Let N s N R , i s 1, 2. Theni G i
 .1 N is the split extension of R by A .1 1 6
 .2 Either
 .a G has one class of in¨olutions and N is the split extension of2
R by S ; or2 5
 .b G has two classes of in¨olutions and G s N .1
 .  .Proof. First C R s C R s R , so NrR is faithful on R . Next asG i H i i i i i
w xR is weakly closed in T , it follows from 7.7 in A2 that N controls fusioni i
 .  :  :in C R s R . By Lemma 4.3, R s u Q s z, s, r , u . By Lemma 5,G i i 1 u 1
Ra : zG, so N is transitive on Ra. Assume G has one class of involu-1 1 1
a < < < <tions. Then N is transitive on R . Therefore N s 15 ? H l N s2 2 1 1
< < < < < < < < < < < <15 ? H s 16 ? A and N s 15 ? H l N s 15 ? T s 16 ? S as6 2 2 5
 .  . k kN R s H, N R s T. Further the map z ¬ Q l R is a bijectionH 1 H 2 i
w xof R with the hyperplanes of R . So by 8.7 and Exercise 15.1 in A2 ,i i
 . < < < <NrR F Sp 2 ( S . Since the subgroups of order A , S in S arei i 4 6 6 5 6
isomorphic to A , S , respectively, N rR ( A and N rR ( S . The6 5 1 1 6 2 2 5
 w x.  .extension splits by Gaschutz's Theorem cf. 10.4 in A1 . Hence 1 andÈ
 .  .part a of 2 hold.
 .  .It remains to show part b of 2 . By Lemma 5 we may assume G has
 .  .two classes of involutions. Let K s C r . Then T s H l K s C z sG 2 1 K
 .  :  : 5 GC r s R w s z, s, r , ¨ , w F T is of order 2 . Moreover z lH 2 2 2
a  4 K y y1T s R l T s z, zs, s . If s g z , then as z s s, Ky l H / B.1 1 1
K yy1 yy1 H However, r s r g ¨E j ¨r E while r : Q, but Q l ¨E j2 2 2 2
. K K¨r E s B, a contradiction. So s f z . Similarly zs f z . Therefore z is2
 .weakly closed in T s C z with respect to K. By Glauberman's Z*-1 K
 w x.  .  .  .Theorem cf. G , z g Z K where K s KrO K . Let O s O K . As
 .  .C z is a 2-group, C z s 1. Moreover as s is conjugate to z in G andK O
 . G  .the involutions in C X are all in z , it follows that C s s 1. SimilarlyH O
 . w x   .  .  .:C zs s 1. Now by Exercise 8.1 in A1 , O s C z , C s , C zs s 1.O O O O
 .  .Therefore K s K and z g Z K . Consequently K s C r s T F T FH 2 1
 .  :N . Now as T g Syl N and N, H F N , by Lemma 5, N has two1 2 1 1 1
 .classes of involutions with representatives z and r , C z s H F N ,2 G 1
 .C r s K F N . Therefore N contains the centralizer in G of its involu-G 2 1 1
G w xtions. For any t g z , as t is not conjugate to r , by 45.2 in A1 , there is a2
 :unique involution h g tr centralizing both t and r and hence h g2 2
 .  . gC r F N , t g C h F N . Therefore z g F N , the largest nor-G 2 1 G 1 g g G 1
mal subgroup of G contained in N . Actually this is true for all involutions1
in N by the same argument. As R is the unique nontrivial normal1 1
subgroup of N, and hence characteristic, G s N . On the other hand, it is1
easy to check that N is a group of type M .1 22
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 .3. A SUBGROUP ISOMORPHIC TO L 43
From now on we assume G / N . Let B s RY.1
By Lemma 7, N rR ( A , and by an easy analysis inside A , there is a1 1 6 6
unique subgroup P of N containing R with P rR ( A . Let P be the1 1 1 1 5 2
unique subgroup of N with P rR ( A . It is easy to see that BrR ( A2 2 2 5 2 4
 .1.while NrR ( S . So as S ( NrR F N rR ( S , BrR s NrR F2 4 4 2 2 2 5 2 2
 .1.N rR s P rR . In particular R F P .2 2 2 2 2
 .  .LEMMA 8. 1 P rR acts as L 4 on R for i s 1, 2. Also by Gaschutz'sÈi i 2 i
Theorem, P splits o¨er R .i i
 .  .2 N l N s N s N E , P l P s B and w f P .1 2 G 1 2 i
Proof. By Lemma 7, P rR acts faithfully on R , so P acts asi i i i
y .  .  .either V 2 or L 4 on R . However, RrR g Syl P rR and4 2 i i 2 i i
  ..m C RrR s 2, so only the latter case happens.R ii
 .By Lemma 4, N F N l N . Further N l N F N R l R s1 2 1 2 G 1 2
 .  .  .  .N E s NC E as NrR acts faithfully as Aut E on E. But C E sG G G
 . g  .  .C E s H l H s R; hence N E s N and N l N F N. Part 2 isH G 1 2
proved.
 .  .LEMMA 9. 1 X is conjugate to Y and therefore N X is conjugate toG
 .N Y .G
 .  .  .  .2 Either C X ( Z = A or C X ( Z = A . N X sG 3 4 G 3 5 G
 . :  .C X ¨ and N Y rY ( S or S .G G 4 5
 .  .Proof. First as Y F N , C Y contains an involution. Then 1 holds as2 G
G has one class of involutions.
 .  :  .By Lemma 3, C X s X z, u , N X s XT . Next T gH H X X
  ..  .  :   ..  .Syl N X as Z T s Z. Then z, u g Syl C X . Let K s C X ,2 G X 2 G G
 :  .  . w xV s z, u , K s C X rX, O s O K . By Exercise 8.1 in A1 , O sG
  .  .  .:  .  .C z , C u , C uz . However, C z s O l C X s X. SimilarlyO O O O H
 .  .  .C u s C uz s X. Therefore O s X and O K s 1. By Burnside'sO O
 w x.Normal p-Complement Theorem cf. 39.1 in A1 , V s K or V s
 .  .  .  .C V s C V / N V . Assume the former. Then by 1 , C Y ( .K K K G
 .Z = E , contradicting the fact that C Y contains a subgroup isomor-3 4 N1
 .  .phic to E . Therefore N V ( A . Now either K s N V or otherwise9 K 4 K
w xby Exercise 16.6 in A1 , K ( A . In either case K splits over X by5
Gaschutz's Theorem. As ¨ inverts X, the proof is complete.È
 .For i s 1, 2, let L ( A be a complement to R in P . As Y g Syl P ,i 5 i i 3 i
 .  :conjugating in P we may assume Y F L . Then N Y s Y l ( Si i L i 3i
where l is an involution.i
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l i  .  .  .  .Let E s E F R . As N E l N Y s N Y s C Y Y s Y, wei i P P B Ri i
have E / E. Also Y acts irreducibly on E and E , so E l E s 1 andi i i
R s EE .i i
 :  :LEMMA 10. We may choose l , l such that w, l ( S , w, l ( E ,1 2 1 3 2 4
 :and l , l ( S .1 2 3
 :  .Proof. Since l , l , w all invert Y, l w F C Y ( E as N rR ( A1 2 1 N 9 1 1 61
 . < <  :  :and C Y s 1. So l w s 3 and l w / Y as l f N. Similarly l w FN 1 1 1 21
 .  : < <C Y ( Z = Z and l w / Y as l f N. So l w s 2 or 6. ReplacingN 3 2 2 2 22
< <l by l y if necessary we may assume l w s 2.2 2 2
 . < <If C Y ( Z = A , by checking inside A , we have l l sG 3 4 4 1 2
< <  :  .l w ? wl s 3; hence l , l ( S . If C Y ( Z = A , by checking in-1 2 1 2 3 G 3 5
 .side N Y rY ( S and replacing l by l y if necessary, we concludeG 5 1 1
< < < < l i l1 l2l l s 2 or 3. However, if l l s 2, then as E s E , we have E s E .1 2 1 2 i i 3yi
w x  .So as E s E , E , l l g N E s N, contradicting the fact that1 2 1 2 G
 . < <  :C Y s Y. So l l s 3 and l , l ( S .N 1 2 1 2 3
 :  :  .Let P s P , P and P s l , l . Let P ( L 4 with maximal1 2 3 1 2 3
parabolics P , i s 1, 2, and Borel subgroup B s RYs P l P where R si 1 2
 .  .  .O B and Y g Syl B . Also let R s O P . By Lemma 4, we have an2 3 i 2 i
isomorphism a : R ª R with R a s R . By Lemma 8.1, the representationi i
of P on R via conjugation is quasiequivalent to the representation of Pi i i
 .  .on R via conjugation. Moreover, as Aut R ( L 2 and RrR is con-i i 4 i
 .  . w xtained in a unique L 2 -conjugate of P rR ( L 4 , by 21.12 in A3 we4 i i 2
have:
LEMMA 11. The map a extends to an isomorphism a : P ª P fori i i
i s 1, 2.
 .  .As B s N R and B s N R , Ba s B and a s a on R. Then asP P i i ii i
 .  .R s O B and Y g Syl B , it follows that a s a b on B where b is2 3 1 2
an inner isomorphism of B. So replacing a by a b we may assume2 2
a s a on B.1 2
 :  .Let l s l a . Then P s l , l s N Y ( S . It is obvious that:i i i 3 1 2 P 3
LEMMA 12. There is an isomorphism a : P ª P such that a s a on3 3 3 3 i
 :P s P l P s l for i s 1, 2.i3 i 3 i
 . Let C s h : P ª P N K : J : I and C s h : P ª P N K : J :J , K J K J , K J K
.  4I be the amalgams where I s 1, 2, 3 , P s F P and the maps hJ jg J j J , K
and h are inclusions.J , K
 .By the above lemmas, there is an isomorphism a : P ª P of amal-J J J
gams. Obviously P, P are completions for C, C, respectively.
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LEMMA 13. P is the uni¨ ersal completion for C.
w xProof. It follows from Theorem 4.2 in A4 .
w xBy 36.6 in A2 , isomorphic amalgams have isomorphic universal comple-
tions and hence there is a surjective homomorphism p : P ª P. As P (
 .L 4 is simple, p is an isomorphism. We have shown:3
 .LEMMA 14. P ( L 4 .3
4. THE PROOF OF MAIN THEOREM
LEMMA 15. Let M s P j PwP. Then M is a group 3-transiti¨ e on the
< < 7 2 < <coset space MrP and M s 2 ? 3 ? 5 ? 7 ? 11 s M .22
Proof. To prove M is a group, it suffices to show P w : P j PwP. As
 . < <P ( L 4 , P s P j P l P . Further as w acts on B and w, l s 1,3 2 2 1 2 2
 . < < w l1 w ww g N P . Also as l w s 3, l s w . Therefore P s P jG 2 1 1 2
 .w w l1P l P s P j P l P s P j P w P : P j PwP. So M is a group2 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2
2-transitive on MrP. Moreover, the stabilizer in P of the coset Pw in the
action of P on MrP is P l P w. As P F P l P w is a maximal subgroup2
of P and P / P w, it follows that P l P w s P . The action of P on2
 4MrP y P is equivalent to the action of P on PrP , which is 2-transitive.2
< < < < w < <x.Hence M is 3-transitive in MrP. Finally M s P 1 q P : P s2
7 2 < <2 ? 3 ? 5 ? 7 ? 11 s M .22
LEMMA 16. M ( M .22
 4  :  4Proof. Let L s P, Pw, Pwl s P w, l and W s PwP j P be two1 1 1
w  w .subsets of the coset space MrP. As P l P s P l P l P s P l1 1 1
< < w w xP s B, it follows that W s 1 q P : P l P s 6 and L : W. Let2 1 1
 .  .N L and C L be the global and pointwise stabilizer in M of L in theM M
 .  .  .action of M on MrP, respectively. We show N L F N W and N WM M M
w x  .is 3-transitive on W. Then by Exercise 6.5 in A2 , MrP, W
 .  4is a Steiner system S 22, 6, 3 where W s Wg N g g M and M F
 . w x  .Aut MrP, W . By 18.8 in A2 , Aut MrP, W contains a subgroup of
index 2 isomorphic to M . Therefore M ( M . Thus it remains to show22 22
 .  .  .N L F N W and N W is 3-transitive on W.M M M
 .  . :Observe N L s C L w, l andM M 1
l1w w l w W l1 1C L s P l P l P s P l P l P l P s P l P s R Y . .  .  .M 2 2 1
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 .  :As N L l P s R Y, l acts on W, it suffices to show w acts on W. AsM 1 1 1
P s B j Bl B,1 1
w w w w wPwP w s PwP w : P B j Bl B s P B j B l B .  .  .1 1 1 1
s P B j Bl wB s P j Pwl1 B s P j PwP . .1 1
 .  .There N L F N W .M M
 .  :Let K s N W . Obviously K G P , w is transitive on W andM 1
 4.N P G P is transitive on PwP , so K is 2-transitive on W. FinallyK 1 1
 4. w  4.  .as C P, Pw G P l P s B while C P, Pw, Pwl s C L sK 1 1 K 1 K
 .C L s R Y withM 1
 4  4C P , Pw : C L G 4 s W y P , Pw , . .K K
so K is 3-transitive on W.
Proof of the Main Theorem. Claim M s G. Otherwise M is a proper
subgroup of G. Since M and G both have one class of involutions and
 .C z s H F M, it follows that M contains the centralizer of its involu-G
w xtions, so M is a strongly 2-embedded subgroup of G. By 7.6 in A2 , there
is a subgroup M of M of odd order transitive on the involutions in M. So1
< < < < < <M : H divides M while M : H s 3 ? 5 ? 7 ? 11. However, it is easy to1
prove M has no subgroup of order divisible by this integer, a contradic-22
tion. The theorem is proved.
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